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A new type of two-dimensional automaton has been defined to recognize a class of two-
dimensional shifts of finite type having the property that every admissible block found
within the related local picture language can be extended to a point of the subshift. Here
it is shown that this automaton accurately represents the image of the represented two-
dimensional shift of finite type under a block code. It is then shown that these automata can
be used to check for a certain type of two-dimensional transitivity in the factor language of
the corresponding shift space and how this relates to periodicity in the two-dimensional
case. The paper closes with a notion of ‘‘follower sets’’ that are used to reduce the size of
the automata representing two-dimensional sofic shifts.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
To each two-dimensional subshift, onemay associate a factor language based onblocks appearing in points of the subshift.
For two-dimensional shifts of finite type, there is also a notion of the language of the subshift being contained within a local
picture language defined by a finite set of 2× 2 blocks. Unlike one-dimensional subshifts, two-dimensional subshifts need
not contain a periodic point [1,6] which leads to the undecidability of the emptiness problem. Specifically, it is undecidable
whether blocks appearing in the local language associatedwith a two-dimensional shift of finite type also appear in the factor
language of the subshift. Thismakes properties of languages related to two-dimensional shift spaces difficult to analyze, and
many properties that are straightforward in one dimension are undecidable in higher dimensions [3,7,8].
Two-dimensional languages defined via blocks are often referred to as picture languages. Every recognizable picture
language can be obtained as the projection of a so-called hv-local picture language [9], where the 2× 2 blocks defining the
language are replaced by horizontal and vertical dominoes - 1 × 2 and 2 × 1 blocks, respectively. This permits separate
horizontal and vertical scanning of the pictures, which suggests representation of two-dimensional languages through the
use of two separate graphs and/or matrices [4,11]. In two-dimensional symbolic dynamics however, there is a disadvantage
to using separate graphs for horizontal and vertical movement. That is, when a shift of finite type is transformed into a sofic
shift under application of a block map, applying the block map to the graph representing the two-dimensional shift of finite
type often fails to produce a graph corresponding to the sofic subshift intended [2].
A single graph representing certain two-dimensional shifts of finite type was introduced by the current authors in [5].
For these automata, the factor language defined by the shift of finite type X is precisely the local language determined by the
set of defining blocks, and therefore the factor language of the sofic shift obtained as an image of X is a recognizable picture
language that also contains all its factors. Here, Proposition 7 shows how the underlying graphs of such automata can be
used to accurately represent the sofic shift spaces that result from application of a block code to the represented shifts
of finite type. Theorem 9 provides an algorithm to determine whether the factor language of the represented shift space
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exhibits a type of two-dimensional transitivity referred to as uniform horizontal transitivity, and Theorem 10 then relates
uniform horizontal transitivity of the factor language to periodicity of the two-dimensional shift space. Finally, it is shown
that a notion similar to that of follower sets (right context) in one-dimensional symbolic dynamics can be associated to these
two-dimensional automata. This offers the possibility of state reduction of an automaton reminiscent of the Myhill–Nerode
Theorem for one-dimensional recognizable languages.
2. Notation and terminology
A discussion of one-dimensional symbolic dynamics can be found in [10]; here we supply additional notation and
terminology required for the two-dimensional case. Let Σ be a finite alphabet and define the two-dimensional full Σ-shift
to be ΣZ
2
. A point x ∈ ΣZ2 is a function x : Z2 → Σ . For x ∈ ΣZ2 and w ∈ Z2, we may denote x(w) as xw; similarly, for
x ∈ ΣZ2 and R ⊆ Z2, xR = x(R) shall denote the restriction of x to R. We call R a region, and we call a finite region S ⊂ Z2
a shape. In particular, [−j, j]2 is the square shape centered at the origin. The setΣZ2 is a compact metric space with metric
ρ(x, y) = 2−j, where for x, y ∈ ΣZ2 , j is the largest integer such that x[−j,j]2 = y[−j,j]2 . (When x = y, define ρ(x, y) = 0.)
For v ∈ Z2, define the two-dimensional translation in direction v as σ v where σ v is defined by (σ v(x))w = xw+v . A subset
X ⊆ ΣZ2 is said to be translation invariant if for all v ∈ Z2, σ v(X) ⊆ X . If X ⊆ ΣZ2 is translation invariant and closed with
respect to the metric ρ, we say that X is a two-dimensional shift space (or a subshift of the full shift). Define a design γ on a
shape S to be a function γ : S → Σ , where S has been normalized so that min{i : (i, j) ∈ S} = 0 and min{j : (i, j) ∈ S} = 0.
If Γ is a set of designs on a fixed shape S, then a two-dimensional shift of finite type is the set
X := {x ∈ ΣZ2 : ∀v ∈ Z2, (σ v(x))S ∈ Γ }. (1)
For a design γ on a rectangular shape T ⊂ Z2 havingm rows and n columns, we call γ anm× n block and denote such
designs by Bm,n. (We may drop the subscripts when the number of rows and columns is irrelevant.) We say that an m × n
block has height m, length n, and thickness k = max{m, n}. For a design B : T → Σ , a subblock B′ of B is the restriction of
the design to a rectangular subset T ′ ⊆ T ⊂ Z2. In such cases, we say that B encloses B′ and denote this by B′ ⊆ B. For fixed
m and n, the set of all m × n subblocks of B is denoted as Fm,n(B), and the set of all rectangular subblocks of B is denoted
with F(B). The set of all blocks of any size overΣ is denoted byΣ∗∗, with a picture language over the alphabetΣ being any
subset ofΣ∗∗. The blocks of a shift space form a picture language: Say block B : T → Σ occurs in X ⊆ ΣZ2 if there exists an
x ∈ X such that xT = B. Then the factor language of a shift space X is the picture language of all blocks that occur in points
of X . That is,
F(X) := {Fm,n(x) : m, n ≥ 0, x ∈ X}. (2)
The factor language of a shift space uniquely determines the shift space; that is, for shift spaces X and Y , X = Y if and only
if F(X) = F(Y ) [10].
A local picture language L is one such that B ∈ L if and only if Fk,k(B) ⊆ Q , where Q is a finite set of allowed k× k blocks.
For a two-dimensional shift of finite type X defined by a set of designs Γ on shape S, let T be the r × c rectangular shape of
minimal dimension that contains S. For thickness k = max{r, c}, set Q = Fk,k(X) and let ψ be a normalized k × k square
shape. There is no loss of generality in assuming that X is defined by Q rather than by Γ . In this way, the allowed blocks of a
shift of finite type X is the local picture language
A(X) := {B ∈ Σ∗∗ : Fk,k(B) ⊆ Q }. (3)
(For B = Bm,n with m < k or n < k, we say Bm,n is in A(X) if there exists B′m′,n′ with m′, n′ ≥ k such that B′m′,n′ is in A(X)
and Bm,n ⊂ B′m′,n′ .) We point out that for B ∈ Σ∗∗, Fk,k(B) ⊆ Q is necessary for B ∈ F(X) but is not sufficient. That is, for a
two-dimensional shift of finite type, a block in A(X) need not appear as a block in F(X) since the emptiness problem raises
the question of whether all blocks allowed by the structure of the local picture language may appear as subblocks of some
point in the shift space.
For a two-dimensional shift of finite type X , we can transform x ∈ X into a new point y ∈ Y ⊆ ∆Z2 over some new
alphabet ∆. For a k × k square shape T , a function Φ : Fk,k(X) → ∆ that maps k × k blocks in F(X) to symbols in ∆ by
Φ(xT+w) = yw is called a k × k-block map. The map φ : X → ∆Z2 defined by y = φ(x) with yw induced by Φ is called a
k× k-block code, and its image Y = φ(X) is called a two-dimensional sofic shift. When the block code φ is invertible, it is said
that φ is a conjugacy and that the spaces X and Y are conjugate. If φ is not one-to-one, then φ(X) = Y need no longer be a
shift of finite type, in which case we say that Y is a strictly sofic shift.
3. Automata representing two-dimensional sofic shifts
A two-dimensional automaton can be viewed as a finite directed graph with two disjoint sets of directed edges
representing horizontal and vertical transitions. To represent a language that contains all of its factors, we take every state
(vertex) to be initial and terminal. The graph construction defined in [5] for two-dimensional shifts of finite type is based
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on interlacing horizontal and vertical movement in the graph’s transitions, which allows the input data to consist ofm× n
blocks that can be scanned locally (and intermittently) by both horizontal and vertical transitions. The general idea is that,
given an input block, sequences of symbols appearing in a window of fixed size are read as the block is scanned from the
lower-left corner to the upper-right corner by traveling in two directions (up and/or to the right) within the constraints of
the block’s dimensions. The block is accepted by the automaton if and only if the automaton accepts all such sequences of
symbols appearing as a result of these moves.
Proposition 1 ([5]). Let X be a two-dimensional shift of finite type having the property F(X) = A(X). Then there exists a finite
state two-dimensional automatonMF(X) such that the language recognized byMF(X) is F(X).
In one dimension, the set of labels of bi-infinite paths of an automaton are precisely the points of the represented
shift space. An analogous representation of bi-infinite paths in two dimensions will require the following definition. In
Definition 2, q(i, j) denotes the state associated to the ordered pair (i, j) ∈ Z2.
Definition 2. A grid-infinite pathΠ inMF(X) = (Q , E, s, t, λ) is defined by a pair of maps,Πh : Z2 → Q andΠv : Z2 → Q ,
and is denoted as a collection of states {q(i, j)} and the transitions that accompany these states.
...
...
...
  
· · · ⇀ q(−1, 1) ⇀ q(0, 1) ⇀ q(1, 1) ⇀ · · ·
  
· · · ⇀ q(−1, 0) ⇀ q(0, 0) ⇀ q(1, 0) ⇀ · · ·
  
· · · ⇀ q(−1,−1) ⇀ q(0,−1) ⇀ q(1,−1) ⇀ · · ·
  
...
...
...
This collection is such that ∀(i, j) ∈ Z2, the following hold:
(i) q(i, j) ∈ Q ,
(ii) q(i, j) ⇀ q(i+ 1, j) = eh ∈ E is a horizontal transition, and
(iii) q(i, j)  q(i, j+ 1) = ev ∈ E is a vertical transition.
A grid-infinite path commutes in the sense that any block described by a subset of a grid-infinite path is independent of
the order in which the edges are traversed. Proposition 3 uses this fact to establish a 1–1 correspondence between blocks in
the local language and subsets of grid-infinite paths.
Proposition 3. LetMF(X) = (Q , E, s, t, λ) be the graph representation of the shift of finite type X defined via k× k states. For a
grid-infinite pathΠ ofMF(X), let β be a 2× 2 subset ofΠ comprised of four adjacent states {q(i, j), q(i+ 1, j), q(i, j+ 1), q(i+
1, j+1)} and the transitions that connect them. Then β represents a unique (k+1)× (k+1) block B that is recognized byMF(X).
Furthermore, if some other 2× 2 subset of states {q(i′, j′), q(i′ + 1, j′), q(i′, j′ + 1), q(i′ + 1, j′ + 1)} recognizes B, then it must
be the case that q(i′, j′) = q(i, j), q(i′, j′ + 1) = q(i, j+ 1), q(i′ + 1, j′) = q(i+ 1, j), and q(i′ + 1, j′ + 1) = q(i+ 1, j+ 1).
Proof. Let T be a normalized (k+1)× (k+1) rectangular shape. By definition of the labeling function, λ(q(i, j)  q(i, j+1))
is a (k+ 1)× k block, λ(q(i, j+ 1) ⇀ q(i+ 1, j+ 1)) is a k× (k+ 1) block, while λ(q(i, j)  q(i, j+ 1) ⇀ q(i+ 1, j+ 1)) is
a non-rectangular design γ1 on the normalized shape S1 := T \ {(k, 0)}. In a similar manner, γ2 := λ(q(i, j) ⇀ q(i+ 1, j) 
q(i+1, j+1)) is a design on S2 := T \ {(0, k)}. Let S = S1∩ S2 = T \ {(k, 0), (0, k)} and note that γ2(S) = γ1(S). The unique
block B represented by β is therefore defined by B(S) = γ2(S) = γ1(S), B((k, 0)) = γ2((k, 0)), and B((0, k)) = γ1((0, k)),
which by construction is recognized byMF(X).
Now suppose B is recognized by a 2×2 subset of states {q(i′, j′), q(i′+1, j′), q(i′, j′+1), q(i′+1, j′+1)} froma grid-infinite
path ofMF(X). By definition, the states ofMF(X) have distinct labels. (The set of states forMF(X) is the set Γ of k× k blocks
that define the shift of finite type X .) Therefore, it must be the case that q(i, j) = q(i′, j′), since the definition of acceptance
requires that all paths of an accepted block must originate in a unique state representing the lower left corner of the block.
Next we use the definition of the edge set to show that q(i, j+ 1) = q(i′, j′ + 1). First, q(i, j)  q(i, j+ 1) ∈ Ev implies that
q(i, j)(0,k−1) . . . q(i, j)(k−1,k−1)
...
. . .
...
q(i, j)(0,1) . . . q(i, j)(k−1,1)
=
q(i, j+ 1)(0,k−2) . . . q(i, j+ 1)(k−1,k−2)
...
. . .
...
q(i, j+ 1)(0,0) . . . q(i, j+ 1)(k−1,0)
with label being the (k+1)×k block that results from the vertical concatenation of q(i, j)with q̂(i, j+1) := {q(i, j+1)(n,k−1) :
0 ≤ n ≤ k−1}. Therefore, sinceλ(q(i, j)  q(i, j+1)) = λ(q(i′, j′)  q(i′, j′+1)), it follows thatλ(q(i, j+1)) = λ(q(i′, j′+1)),
in which case q(i, j + 1) and q(i′, j′ + 1) are the same state ofMF(X). Equality of the other states can be shown in a similar
manner. 
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional Golden Mean: The shift of finite type X is such that any appearance of b is surrounded entirely by a’s, while a representation of
the sofic shift X ′ is achieved by using the set of state labels Q ′ = {p, q1, q2, q3, q4}. For simplicity, the edge labels have been omitted.
Corollary 4. If X is a two-dimensional shift of finite type represented byMF(X), then there exists a 1–1 correspondence between
points in X and grid-infinite paths inMF(X).
In the sequel, we sometimes refer to anm×n subset β of a grid-infinite pathΠ as a block path. The dimensions of a block
path refer to the number of states rather than the transitions connecting them, so that anm× n block path is comprised of
(not necessarily distinct)mn states and describes a block B ∈ F(X) of size (m+k−1)×(n+k−1). For example, whenMF(X)
is defined via 2×2 states, a 3×7 block of symbols would be represented by a 2×6 block path. The labeling of a block path is
denotedwith λ(β) = B and the states are denoted by β(i, j) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m−1. It is important to note that the
language of the automaton L(MF(X)) is based on block acceptance rather than on merely accepting a set of non-rectangular
‘‘strings’’ of data that appear while scanning blocks with a k× kwindow. That is, all strings found within an accepted block
are represented by paths inMF(X) that overlap progressively: In particular, all paths originate in a single state representing
the lower-left corner of the block and then terminate in a single state representing the upper-right corner of the block. For a
two-dimensional shift of finite type then, points in the shift space X are precisely the labels of the grid-infinite paths found
in the graphMF(X). In the sequel, we use the following definition of acceptance.
Definition 5. Block Bm,n is accepted by the automaton MF(X) if and only if there exists a block path β in MF(X) having
λ(β) = Bm,n.
If X is a two-dimensional shift of finite type over Σ having the property that A(X) = F(X), then the image of the block
code φ : X → ∆Z2 induced by the d× d block map Φ : Bd,d(X)→ ∆ can be represented by the underlying graph ofMF(X)
with states and labels adjusted accordingly. The following example is an illustration of the case where φ is a conjugacy.
Example 6. Define X ⊆ {a, b}Z2 to be a two-dimensional shift of finite type such that for every point x ∈ X , any appearance
of b is surrounded by a’s. This subshift has the property that A(X) = F(X) since for any block B ∈ A(X), one can simply
surround Bwith a configuration of the plane populated entirely with a’s. The language of the shift space X is defined through
the set of allowed 2 × 2 blocks Q = F2,2(X) depicted as states in Fig. 1. By applying a 2 × 2 invertible block code, X is
seen to be conjugate to X ′ ⊆ {p, q1, q2, q3, q4}Z2 . Using solid lines to represent horizontal transitions and dashed lines to
represent vertical transitions, the underlying graph of Fig. 1 can accurately represent both X and X ′ by labeling states and
edges appropriately.
In the one-dimensional case, a graph is deterministic if given a label and a vertex, there is at most one path starting at
the given vertex with the specified label. The graph MF(X) is a deterministic graph in this sense, since given a state and
a k × (k + 1) label, at most one horizontal transition is specified. (Analogously, given a state and a (k + 1) × k label, at
most one vertical transition is specified.) Once a block code is applied to the states ofMF(X), the states need no longer have
distinct labels and the new graph need not be deterministic. However, while theremay no longer exist a 1–1 correspondence
between grid-infinite paths and their labels, it is still the case that points in the represented two-dimensional shift space
are precisely the labels of the grid-infinite paths found in the graph.
Proposition 7. Let X be a two-dimensional shift of finite type represented by MF(X) = (Q , E, s, t, λ), and let Y = φ(X) be
the shift space that is the image of X under the block code φ induced by a block map Φ . IfMΦF(X) is the finite automaton having
underlying graphMF(X) with state set Q ′ relabeled according to Q ′ = φ(Q ) and edge set E ′ relabeled according to φ(λ(e)), then
L(MΦF(X)) = F(Y ).
Proof. Suppose B′ ∈ F(Y ) is given. Since F(Y ) = φ(F(X)) = φ(L(MF(X)), there exists some B ∈ F(X) such that φ(B) = B′.
So for the graph MF(X), B ∈ L(MF(X)) = F(X). However, MF(X) and MΦF(X) have the same underlying edge set so that
B ∈ L(MF(X))⇒ B′ ∈ L(MΦF(X)). Therefore F(Y ) ⊆ L(MΦF(X)).
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Fig. 2. Horizontal transitivity: The existence of a block path β (indicated by dotted lines in the diagram to the right) that overlaps block paths β ′ and β ′′
guarantees that blocks B′ and B′′ meet in F(X) along a horizontal vector.
For the reverse inclusion, say B′ ∈ L(MΦF(X)) is given. In this case, there must exist some block path β ′ inMΦF(X) such that
λ(β ′) = B′. Using the underlying portion of the graph representing β ′, we can find a block path β with labels fromMF(X)
such that λ(β) = B ∈ L(MF(X)) = F(X). In other words, φ(B) = B′ ∈ F(Y ). Therefore L(MΦF(X)) ⊆ F(Y ). 
Example 8. For the shift space X ′ of Example 6, apply a non-invertible 1× 1 block code to create a strictly sofic shift space
Y by defining φ such that φ(p) = p and φ(qi) = q for i = 1, . . . , 4. By inspection, any occurrence of q1 in a point x ∈ X ′
must be preceded horizontally by q2 and followed vertically by q3, whereas q3 must be preceded horizontally by q4. So for
any point y ∈ Y , the q symbol always appears in 2 × 2 blocks, and one can picture the shift space Y to be the collection of
all points that result from concatenations of 1× 1 blocks labeled with p and 2× 2 blocks labeled with q’s. This subshift was
introduced in [2] as an illustration of the difficulty in presenting two-dimensional sofic shifts with two graphs. However, if
we use theMF(X) construction to represent X ′ as defined in Example 6, then the sofic system Y that is the image of the 1×1
block code φ is accurately represented by the underlying graph of Fig. 1.
Note that although the block paths β and β ′ found in the proof of Proposition 7 are of the same size, the blocks B and
B′ that they represent need not be. More specifically, under the block code φ induced by the d× d block map Φ , the image
φ(q) = q′ of each state q ∈ Q has thickness k′ = 1 + k − d. (We may assume that k ≥ d since whenever Fk,k(X) defines
X , then FK ,K (X) also defines X for all K ≥ k.) In the sequel, we shall assume thatMΦF(X) is constructed using 2× 2 blocks as
states. (One may extend the alphabet as needed for graphs represented by k× k states having k > 2.)
4. Uniform horizontal transitivity and periodicity
For two-dimensional languages, it is of interest whether a given pair of blocks can coexist within a single point of the
shift space. In one dimension, such a question is one of transitivity in the associated factor language. Unlike the one-
dimensional case, however, there are several types of transitivity that appear in two-dimensional languages. (See [5] for
a formal discussion of the various types of two-dimensional transitivity.) Here, we focus on uniform directional transitivity,
which most closely resembles the notion of one-dimensional transitivity, since one can examine a bi-infinite sequence of
blocks in the specified direction. Informally, we say that a two-dimensional language L is horizontally transitive if for every
pair of blocks B′, B′′ ∈ L there exists a block B ∈ L that encloses B′ and B′′ in such a way that the bottom row of B intersects
the bottom rows of both B′ and B′′. (See the first diagram in Fig. 2.) In this situation, the distance at which B′ meets B′′ is
taken to be the number of columns in B that separate the two blocks. Uniform horizontal transitivity in a picture language
guarantees there is a d ≥ 0 such that any two blocks from the language can be horizontally enclosed by a third block in the
language at a distance less than or equal to d. For example, it is clear that the shift space X of Example 6 has factor language
F(X) that is uniformly horizontally transitive at distance 1. (Uniform) vertical transitivity can be defined in a similar manner.
The existence of uniform horizontal transitivity in the factor language of a shift space is not always easily determined,
since the distance at which the two blocks meet may depend on the height of the blocks. However, if X is a shift of finite
type having property A(X) = F(X), then given D ≥ 0 it is decidable whether F(X) exhibits uniform horizontal (vertical)
transitivity at distance D. First we outline how theMF(X) construction facilitates the proof.
Suppose we are given blocks B′m′,n′ , B
′′
m′′,n′′ ∈ F(X). The assumption that A(X) = F(X) implies that blocks can always be
extended upward to have the same heightm = max{m′,m′′}. So to show uniform horizontal transitivity, it suffices to find a
block B ∈ F(X) that encloses B′ and B′′ in such away that the bottom left corners of B′ and B′′ appear on a horizontal vector at
(0, 0) and (n′+d, 0), respectively, for some d ≤ D. For everym×n block B ∈ F(X), there must exist some (m−1)× (n−1)
block path inMΦF(X) that recognizes B. Say B
′ is recognized by an (m− 1)× (n′ − 1) block path β ′ and that B′′ is recognized
by an (m− 1)× (n′′ − 1) block path β ′′, assuming without loss of generality that n′, n′′ ≥ 2. Horizontal transitivity can be
illustrated by finding a block path β inMΦF(X) such that the states in the initial (left) column of β agree with the states in the
final (right) column of β ′ and such that the states in the final column of β agree with the the states in the initial column of
β ′′. We also want to distinguish the length of a block path from the length of the block that it represents: By progressively
overlapping symbols, a block path of length d+ 3 represents a block of length d+ 4. For example, if a block path of length 3
represents a block that overlaps two given blocks in the specifiedway, then the distance atwhich the two blocksmeetwould
be zero, since this implies that the original two blocks touch. See the right-most diagram in Fig. 2, where a darkly-shaded
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column indicates a vertical sequence of states representing anm× 2 string of symbols. We refer to such a vertical sequence
of states as a v-path; in the same manner, we refer to a horizontal sequence of states as an h-path.
Theorem 9. If X is a two-dimensional subshift represented byMΦF(X), then given a distance D, there is an algorithmwhich decides
whether F(X) has uniform horizontal transitivity at distance D.
The proof will be comprised of four steps. To begin, the uniformity condition is used to place the question into the
framework of one-dimensional languages so that well-known results concerning one-dimensional recognizable languages
may be applied. We then use the fact that if two one-dimensional languages are recognizable, then both their union and
their product are known to be recognizable. (The product L1L2 of two one-dimensional languages L1 and L2 is given by
L1L2 := {x1x2 : x1 ∈ L1, x2 ∈ L2}.) Finally, we apply thewell-known result that it is decidable whether two one-dimensional
languages are equal or not.
Proof. Step 1: Let G = MΦF(X) = (Q , E, s, t, λ) be a graph representation of F(X). For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d+ 2}, form the setHi
of all h-paths of length i found in G. For eachHi, form the one-dimensional finite automaton Gi in the following way.
• Define the states of Gi to be the setHi.
• Define a transition from state h = q0 ⇀ q1 ⇀ · · · ⇀ qi−1 to state h′ = q′0 ⇀ q′1 ⇀ · · · ⇀ q′i−1 if and only if∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i−1} ∃ev ∈ E with source and target functions such that s(ev) = qj and t(ev) = q′j (in other words, qj  q′j
is a vertical edge in G).
• An edge from h to h′ is given the label h.
Note that eachGi is essentially a one-dimensional vertex shift representing the set of all block paths of length i that represent
blocks in F(X).
Step 2: For each finite automaton Gi, define the language Li by taking products of the sequences of states found in the
lower portions of the first and last columns of the represented block paths in the following way. First distinguish between
states in the left and right columns of a block by forming two different alphabets Q and Q ′. Suppose β = h0h1 . . . hm−1 ∈
L(Gi) is a path in Gi of ‘‘length’’ m representing a block path in G of height m. Then for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}, let
αj = β(0, 0)β(0, 1) . . . β(0, j) = q00q10 . . . qj0 be a sequence of states that initiate in the bottom part of the first column
of β; that is, qs0 is the source of the h-path h
s for s ∈ {0, 1, . . . j}. In a similar fashion, for all j′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}, let
ωj′ = [β(i− 1, 0)]′[β(i− 1, 1)]′ . . . [β(i− 1, j′)]′ = q′0i q′1i . . . q
′j′
i be a sequence of states that initiate in the bottom part of
the last column of the same block path β; that is, q
′t
i is the target of the h-path h
t for t ∈ {0, 1, . . . j′}. Now letLi := {αjωj′},
and define the recognizable languageL to beL1∪L2∪ . . .Ld+2. Thus defined,L represents the set of blocks that canmeet
on a horizontal vector at distance d ≤ D in F(X). (The language L is formed from the labels of bi-infinite sequences of the
vertex shifts Gi and is not necessarily finite.) To illustrate, suppose we want to verify whether blocks B′ and B′′ meet. We
would first find block paths representing B′ and B′′, say β ′ and β ′′, respectively. Next, we let αj represent the v-path of states
that appear as the final column of β ′ and let ωj′ represent the v-path of states that appear as the initial column of β ′′ with
prime symbols attached to these states from β ′′. Now we need only verify that there exist somew ∈ Lwithw = αjωj′ .
Step 3: Consider Gv = (Q , Ev, s, t, λ), the restriction of the graph representation of F(X) to vertical transitions only. Relabel
Gv to be a vertex shift where the transition q  r is labeled with q. (We are interested in vertical block paths rather than the
symbols from the alphabetΣ .) Denote by L the language recognized by this relabeled finite automaton, and create a second
language L′ from L by attaching a prime to each state’s symbol. So if the alphabet for L is Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qf }, then the
alphabet for L′ is Q ′ = {q′1, q′2, . . . , q′f }. Now define the recognizable language LL′ to be the product of L and L′. This language
LL′ represents all combinations of v-paths, which in turn represent the notion of all blocks in F(X)meeting on a horizontal
vector.
Step 4: It is decidable whether LL′ = L, since these are one-dimensional languages. 
Theorem 9 can be reworded in terms of uniform vertical transitivity at distance D. Transitivity in the horizontal and/or
vertical direction is of particular interest, since in the literature, the definition of periodicity in the two-dimensional case is
based on horizontal and vertical movement. Specifically, given the two-dimensional shift space X , x ∈ X is said to be periodic
of period (a, b) ∈ Z2 \ {(0, 0)} iff x(i,j) = x(i+a,j+b) for every (i, j) ∈ Z2. The existence of uniform horizontal transitivity (or
uniform vertical transitivity) for L(MΦF(X)) = F(X) guarantees that the shift space X has a periodic point.
Theorem 10. Let X be a two-dimensional subshift represented byMΦF(X). If F(X) exhibits uniform horizontal transitivity at some
distance D, then X has a periodic point of period (a, b) for some a ≤ D+ 2.
Proof. Let G = MΦF(X) represent F(X) and consider some v-path contained in Gv such that θ = q0  q1  . . .  qp = q0.
(Such a cycle of vertical transitions must exist since Gv represents a one-dimensional sofic shift space, whichmust contain a
periodic point.) Denote byB the ((p+1)+1)×2block described byλ(θ), and for k ≥ 1 consider the set {Bk} of (k(p+1)+1)×2
blocks that result from repeatedly traveling the cycle of v-path θ . Since F(X) exhibits uniform horizontal transitivity, each
Bk meets itself at a distance d ≤ D. As the set {Bk} is infinite, there must exist n ≤ D such that blocks from a (countably)
infinite subset S ⊆ {Bk} all meet themselves at distance n. For each Bκ ∈ S, let C1κ , C2κ , . . . C cκ = Cκ be the finite set of blocks
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that connect block Bκ with Bκ . That is, for c ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c} each [κ(p+1)+1]×n block C c′κ is such that there exists a block
γ ∈ F(X) having
γ (i, j) =
Bκ(i, j) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ i(p+ 1)C c′κ (i− 2, j) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ i(p+ 1)Bκ(i− n− 2, j) for n+ 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 3, 0 ≤ j ≤ i(p+ 1). (4)
As S is infinite the collection {Cκ} is also infinite, and since each block found in {Cκ} has length n, there must exist a block CA
with the property that the h-path connecting q0 to q0 whose label describes states in the bottom row of CA equals the h-path
connecting q0 to q0 whose label describes states in the top row of CA. (There exist only a finite number of h-paths connecting
q0 to q0 since the graph G is finite.) Let BA be the block of height A that CA connects to itself. Now define the block BA−1,n+2
as follows.
BA−1,n+2(i, j) =
{
BA(i, j) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ A− 2
CA(i− 2, j) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ A− 2. (5)
In this way, BA−1,n+2 contains all but the top row of symbols in blocks BA and CA. Now let β be the (A−2)×(n+1) block path
of G describing block BA−1,n+2. As constructed, β is such that β(n+ 1, j) ⇀ β(0, j) = eh ∈ E for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , A− 2} and
β(i, A−2)  β(i, 0) = ev ∈ E for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n+1}. In other words,MΦF(X) contains a grid-infinite pathΠ representing
a periodic point of period (n+ 2, A− 1). 
5. State merging
Similarly to the notion of ‘‘right context’’ or ‘‘follower sets’’ of states in the Myhill–Nerode Theorem for one-dimensional
automata, we can define follower sets for the states inMΦF(X).
Definition 11. The follower set of state q ∈ G =MΦF(X) is the set of labels of block paths starting at q:
FG(q) = {Bm,n : ∃ block path β in Gwith λ(β) = Bm,n, β(0, 0) = q}.
We say that graphG is follower separated if each state has a distinct follower set.When the states ofG have distinct labels,
G is naturally follower separated: in this case, λ(q′) ∈ FG(q) if and only if q = q′. However when the labels on the states
are not distinct, it may be the case that two states have the same follower set. For one-dimensional automata, such states
can be merged to create a smaller graph representing the same language. Similarly, states inMΦF(X) can be merged without
affecting the recognized language, i.e., the represented shift space.
Proposition 12. For a graph G = MΦF(X) = {Q , E, s, t, λ} with the equivalence relation q ∼ q′ if and only if FG(q) = FG(q′),
partition the set of states Q into disjoint equivalence classes Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qv . Define graph G′ with states Q ′ = {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qv}
and for i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , v} define an edge from Qi to Qj if and only if there are vertices q ∈ Qi and q′ ∈ Qj having an edge in G
from q to q′. Then L(G) = L(G′).
Proof. By definition, the language of the original automaton L(G) = L(MΦF(X)) is the union of all follower sets of states in G.
(All blocks in the language of the automaton start with βα = qα for some state qα ∈ Q .) In the same way, the language L(G′)
of all blocks recognized by G′ is the union of the follower sets of states in G′. Since all follower sets are preserved following
state reduction, it must be the case that L(G) ⊆ L(G′).
For the reverse inclusion, suppose to the contrary that there exists some block(s) found in L(G′) that are not found in L(G),
and let B be such a block of lexicographically minimal size. In this case, there must be a block path β in G′ representing B
which did not exist as a block path inG. This is only possible if β contains one of themerged states. Let βα be the state whose
label represents the lower left corner of block B - that is B ∈ FG′(βα), and let q ∈ β be the merged state of lexicographically
minimal distance from βα . First consider the block B′ ⊆ B that is represented by the block path with lower left corner βα
and upper right corner q. This block is in L(G) since the block path representing it contains no merged states other than the
final state q, whose label has not changed. Next consider the block B′′ ⊆ B that is represented by the block path with lower
left corner q and upper right corner βω that agrees with the upper right corner of β . This block is in L(G) since the follower
set of state q is the same in G and G′. Therefore, it must be the case that some proper subblock of B is found in L(G′) but not
in L(G), which contradicts the assumption that B is such a block of lexicographically minimal size. 
There is a similar notion of the predecessor set of state q ∈ G = MΦF(X) defined as the set of labels of block paths
terminating in q:
PG(q) = {Bm,n : ∃ block path β in Gwith λ(β) = Bm,n, β(n− 2,m− 2) = q}.
Example 13. For the shift of finite type X represented by the graphMF(X) of Fig. 3, define the 1× 1 block mapΦ such that
Φ(z) = 1 if z = 1, butΦ(z) = 0 otherwise. Then the strictly sofic shift space Y = φ(X) is the set of all configurations of the
plane containing at most one 1.
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Fig. 3. Underlying graph for two subshifts: As labeled,MF(X) is follower separated. After applying the 1× 1 block mapΦ such thatΦ(z) = 1 if z = 1, but
Φ(z) = 0 otherwise, the relabeled graphMΦF(X) is not follower separated.
Fig. 4. Graph of reduced size: The follower separated graph recognizes the subshift of configurations of the plane containing at most one 1.
The graph MΦF(X) = G is deterministic. (For example, although state q0 has two edges leading to distinct states
populated entirely with zeros, the horizontal edge is labeled with a 2 × 3 block and the vertical edge is labeled with
a 3 × 2 block.) However, G is not follower separated. To see this, let y0 be the configuration of the plane populated
entirely with 0’s and let F(y0) denote all factors of this point, i.e., the set of all blocks populated entirely with 0’s. Then for
i ∈ {3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15},FG(qi) = F(y0). We canmerge these states in graphG to create a smaller graphG′ representing
the same shift space Y .
Notice that for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}, PG(qi) = F(y0). Alternatively then, we could have merged these states in graph
G to create a smaller graph representing Y . However, if we nowmerge these states in graph G′, the new graphwill no longer
represent the subshift Y as points will be accepted that contain more than a single 1. This is due to the fact that the merged
state inG′ containing states q3 and q12 no longer has the samepredecessor set as states qi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 8}. However, inG′
we canmerge states qi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 8} to create graph G′′ and thereby further reduce the size of the graph representing
Y . See Fig. 4 for the merged graph G′′ with states labeled according to φ. The final graph is deterministic, follower separated
and predecessor separated.
6. Concluding remarks
With the definition of acceptance presented in this paper, the automata employed herein represent shifts of finite type
as well as their strictly sofic images when the condition F(X) = A(X) is required for the shift of finite type. As the emptiness
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problem for two-dimensional subshifts is undecidable, we feel that this is the best single graph representation available.
As the emptiness problem is intimately related to the existence of periodic points, this was a motivation for the current
research. When they exist, periodic points of a given period (a, b) can be located for two-dimensional subshifts through use
of theMF(X) graph representation regardless ofwhether L(MF(X)) exhibits uniformhorizontal transitivity or not. There exists
an algorithm for finding periodic pointswith theMF(X) construction; this and other results on periodicity are being compiled
for a future article. It remains to be seen what further properties of subshifts can and cannot be observed from the graph
presentation used herein. Moreover, it would be advantageous to identify classes of graphs with two types of transitions
(horizontal and vertical) that will always represent a non-empty two-dimensional sofic shift. Finally, the question is raised
whether there might be an analog to the one-dimensional notion of minimal deterministic presentations forMΦ(F(X) which
could lead to the existence of synchronizing words for two-dimensional sofic subshifts that are the image of a shift space X
having property F(X) = A(X).
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